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The challenge (your brief)
–  To make better use of online channels (the current supplier in Spain  

is not local, which isn’t ideal for comms, and isn’t cost effective). 
–  To build a compelling, credible and distinctive experience online,  

to help you make more meaningful connections with your customers 
and business partners and increase ROI

–  To align your business strategy and your online strategy
–  To define your brand based on what makes TRU Travels stand out  

in the marketplace
– To determine what makes you special to your customers
–  To combine all this into a core idea, so that TRU culture inspires 

everything you do as a company
–  Then to communicate this confidently, to a wider  

audience, eg: Australia (to compete with bigger tour operators)
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TRU Travels core values

Your current mission statement is:
“  To give our customers the experience of a lifetime whilst educating them 
about Thailand, advising them on the safest ways to travel and enabling 
them to make the most of their time away.  
 
We do this by offering support before, during and after the tour to make 
them feel as comfortable as possible when travelling in an unfamiliar 
country and giving a unique travel experience which feels like travelling 
with friends rather than on a conventional tour.  
 
All of the team are a family who love travel and to share our experiences 
with others, we enjoy what we do and this rubs off on the groups who 
also become part of the family and hopefully share with us some of the 
best times of their lives.”
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At the heart of it...

By reading your Mission and Value statement, and from experiencing  
the tour myself first-hand, it’s clear TRU Travels want to retain integrity 
by creating a successful, growing business without losing core values -  
in Joe’s words: “We want to model their growth but not their attitude.”
The truth is, even the large ‘Corporates’ are trying desperately to do the 
same, and they pay consultancy agencies vast amounts of money to do 
what TRU are already doing well - because they have not had the chance 
to outline these core values right at the start. You have the opportunity to 
do this as the company is still young. 
So, where to start? How do you demonstrate these values to your users?

“ Smart growth is sustainable, applies  
innovative thinking and puts the customer  
at the heart of what it’s trying to achieve.”

 
  Edward Hess  
 Smart Growth: Building an Enduring Business by Managing the Risks of Growth
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The approach

To find out more about all the aspects mentioned before, and to get to 
the core of what can be improved (and how), we need to break the brief 
down into these aspects:
– Where are TRU Travels as a company 
– Where TRU Travels could go 
– Where TRU Travels actually aspire to go (always aim higher!)
 
There are various methods of finding out about each of the three  
areas above. For example, a competitor and gap analysis will give you an 
indication of exactly how TRU are positioned in the market.  

This document will try to touch on some of these methods, in a very 
light approach. If you would like to investigate any of them in more  
detail, this would have to be scoped out and planned accordingly.
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The approach

Firstly we need to consider all aspects of what  
an effective online experience consists of:  

1. Digital strategy 
2. Content strategy 
3. Organisational capability 
4. Experience design  
5. Technical delivery
 
The following is a brief overview of some top-line recommendations  
(more exploration would be recommended)...
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The approach
What is currently being done online?

1. 
Digital  
strategy

2.
Content strategy

3. 
Organisational  
capability

4.  
Experience design 

5. 
Technical delivery

1. Direct bookings (through www.trutravels.com) 
2. Google PPC
3. SEO (on page meta data)
4. Blogs
5. Glipho
6. Social Media (FB, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube, Google+ and Pinterest) 
7. Forums, Message boards etc.
8. Reviews (Tour Radar.com)

Currently TRU have a very 
organic strategy structure. 

A digital strategy in place 
underpins the way you 
control all changes on the site 
(technical, design, brand or 
content changes).  

Currently TRU produce 
great content on social 
media channels and blogs.  
Implementing a strategy 
would help focus efforts on 
the users you’re trying to 
target, and thus increase your 
profits/ROI.

TRU have the benefit of 
being a small, tightly knit 
business - passion goes 
a long way in building 
organisations, however TRU 
will need to ensure that roles 
and responsibilities are clear 
across the team members 
so that the digital strategy 
is effective (the more the 
company grows, the channels 
which were previously 
assumed may need more 
specific definition)

www.trutravels.com is 
a Wrdpress site (CMS 
managed). Design is 
template-based and ‘out-of-
the-box’. 

Currently TRU are migrating 
from freelance tech assistance 
to an ‘in-house’ approach.  

To effectively manage your 
digital channels, you will 
need to outline which roles 
fall under tech delivery and 
which fall under content 
delivery 
(as these can often blur). 

How can it be improved?

Using a strategic approach across all levels of your 
online and offline offer will help improve conversion 
rates, and help your team feel in control, keep them 
motivated and creative as they will be working to a 
shared vision and a clear communications plan (and 
it won’t feel like work if a plan is in place!). 

These strategies don’t exist independently, and they 
will cross-link, to help TRU deliver the best experience 
to customers, and introduce the brand to emerging 
markets.

As the company is expanding 
it would be worthwhile 
investing effort into getting a 
digital strategy in place.

TRU will need to consider 
factors such as budget, time 
and resource to allocate to 
implementing the strategy, 
once it’s developed and 
agreed on.  

A TRU-content strategy 
would define the kind of 
content you create, how 
often you create it and who 
is responsible for creation, 
distribution, tracking and 
promotion of content across 
all your channels.  

A content strategy looks at 
these, and other, aspects:
– Regularly updating content 
– Writing relevant content 
– Metadata considerations 
–  Link-worthiness (creating 

relative links within the 
text)

– Implementing Alt Tags 
 

A clear definition of 
organisational structure will 
help your team deliver the 
content they need to online 
and offline with reduced 
hassle and effort. 

It’s necessary to consider  
both online and offline  
organisational needs 
holistically and adapt 
the strategy to TRU’s 
organisational capability,  

This can be aided by: 
–  Organisational structure  

and role definition
– Forecasted growth planning

By investigating your target 
user base through User-
Experience methods and 
then adapting the design and 
branding to suit user needs 
appropriately, you could 
vastly improve the online 
experience and increase 
conversion rates.

This can be aided by: 
–  Conducting a heuristic 

review of the current site
– Creating personas 
– Creating user journeys 
– Conducting surveys 
– Conducting user testing 
– A design refresh 
–  Grounding your  

Brand strategy
–  Improving your  

Social Media strategy

Clear responsibilities will 
increase productivity and 
work satisfaction for the 
team. Consultancy with your 
new tech lead to form a tech 
strategy will also help.

This can be aided by: 
–  Traffic tracking and  

regular monitoring via 
Google Analytics

– Metadata considerations 
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Heuristic evaluation sample

A Heuristic evaluation of your site is recommended, which 
will give you an idea of which aspects of the site currently 
work well and which could be improved. 

As the design and functionality is out-of-the-box, tailoring 
it to your audience needs will help the user experience and 
conversely increase conversion rates. Ideally, this would 
be combined with Google Analytics data and real-life user 
testing.

For example:
Your blog hits are very low (304 hits between the period of Dec 17th 2013 until July 7th 
2014). This could be improved by looking at the navigation structure of the site and 
addressing some ‘below the fold’ issues. 
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Google Analytics  
analysis sample

A brief analysis of your Google Analytics data gathered from  
Dec 17th 2013- July 7th 2014:
 
1.  Of a total 39,899 hits, the highest page views are stated below - since these pages hold content your 

users are looking for the most, it would be worth linking to this content from your blogs and any other 
promotional materials (for example). 
– Homepage (11,612) - with an exit rate of 4,528 (29.73%) 
– Tours/bolt ons (10,165 total views) 
– Gallery (1,014) 
– Meet the team (861)

2.  There’s a healthy rate of returning visitors (36.09% of total visitors) - investigating why users return 
could give you possible leads into further business or into improving the design/interface layout (this 
could be done via user-surveys or user-experience testing) 

3.  There is a growing base of device visitors (44.47% are mobile and tablet users) - so if optimising your 
design, it would be advisable to do so for device use (noted that the site is already responsive).  

My recommendations at this stage would be to discuss what you  
need your site to do, and where you want to drive the most traffic -  
then setting specific goals. Seeing how users are interacting with your 
buying process is the key to fixing issues, helping your customers  
make more efficient choices, and finding room for improvement. 
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Google Analytics  
analysis sample

Google Analytics Keywords 
 
Top organic keywords:  trutravels, tru travels, trutravel, full moon party, backpacking thailand, www.  
  trutravels.com, truthai, truthai experience 
Top paid keywords:   backpacking thailand, thailand tours, thailand backpacking, backpacking in   

 thailand, tours thailand, thailand tour, tour thailand, tours of thailand,  
 backpack thailand, thailand group tours 

 
The aim is to gear your homepage toward the subject matter that’s 
attracting your users. In the brief, it’s mentioned you don’t think PPC is 
effective...  
 
I’d recommend checking whether paid search contributes to the level and type of traffic you want by 
gathering data from periods when you run paid-search ads and comparing that to data from periods 
when you don’t run those ads. You can also experiment with turning the paid keywords on and off to 
see whether there’s a resulting change in traffic. In this case I would recommend changing some of the 
AdWords to reflect the one’s that are being Organically searched for as well.
My recommendations at this stage would be to discuss what you need your site to do, and where you 
want to drive the most traffic - then setting specific goals. 
Seeing how users are interacting with your buying process is the key to fixing issues, helping your 
customers make more efficient choices, and finding room for improvement. 
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Competitor landscape sample

TRU have identified the following list of direct competitors. 

 
Based on this information, I would recommend doing a full gap-analysis 
and a competitor audit to find out exactly what your competitors are 
doing and what aspects of their online communications TRU could learn 
from to get a competitive advantage.

Aspirational:  Medium and small sized/independent companies  
 Free and Easy Traveller, Life Before Work, Beach Travellers
Corporate:   Medium and small sized/independent companies
 G Adventures, Gecko Adventures, Thaintro, Xtreme Gap  
 (Ultimate Thailand package), STA, Backpackers Thailand, Asia Backpackes,  
 Starfish Volunteers, Ultimate Travel, Thailand Experiences,  
 Backpacking Through Thailand
 Large size/parent companies
 TUI: Real Gap, Thomsons   
 The Travel Corporation: Contiki
NB:  SE Asia Backpackers is an online magazine which promotes various tour groups, technically  

can’t be classed as a competitor. Travelers at Work is a site for working abroad while on holiday  
and also technically not a competitor. Question: Are TRU in partnership with STA? 
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Competitor audit sample

Free Easy Traveler
– Considered IA/UX
– Unified brand identity
–  Considered content and 

e-commerce methods used

Epic Travels 
–  Parent company guides the 

subsidiaries on look and 
feel and tone of voice for a 
consistent brand experience

–  IA on the site could be 
improved for better online use

Beach Travellers 
–  A site that puts the user first 

- very good design, IA, and 
e-commerce optimisation

Life Before Work 
–   Use of video and social media 

to promote their business
–  Very e-commerce  

angled website
–  Design is ‘out-of-the-box’ and 

they lack personality
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Gap analysis sample 

Beach Travellers

Free Easy Traveler

Epic Travels

TRU Travels

Life Before Work

Backpackers  
Thailand

Good use of tech/ux/design

Strong 
brand 

position

Weak  
brand 
position

Poor use of tech/ux/design
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Social media survey sample

Conducting user-experience research doesn’t have to be costly. 
Social-media (especially your Facebook feed) is a great way of gathering 
user-insights to see what your customers are looking for...

–  A dedicated FAQ page on your 
site could help you eliminate a lot 
of queries (your users would feel 
assured, you would have less hassle)

–  It seems there are a lot of questions 
which are related to the journey and 
the transportation - I know from my 
own experience the main page we 
looked at when booking and coming 
back was the Itinerary tab of the 
trip description - and your GA stats 
confirm this (the trip pages are the 
most viewed ones).  
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User survey sample

To find out what your previous customers were looking for when they 
discovered TRU Travels, some questions to get their perspective.  
Here are some of the answers...

“  We chose it because the timing fit with our 
schedule and it was an easy way to see a lot 
of Thailand in a short time and have someone 
else do all the worrying.”

Top four links where TRU Travels were found according to quick user survey: 
1. South Asia Backpackers.com (Thailand section from the write up/article)
2. Backpackers Thailand (because of the time span as I had 7 days leave)
3. Tour Radar review
4.  Googled “Full moon party koh phangan” and got directed to  

www.fullmoonpartykohphangan.com and we looked at the package tours 

“I didn’t find them, I thought I was booking with Backpackers! 
Turned out we were booking through TRU!”

“Through STA travel, although I was also  
recommended it by my friend who knows Fal”
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Putting your users first
Based on just this tiny snippet of user-research, we can gather:
–  Users seem to be unsure who they are booking through when linked out from external sources to your 

tours: It would be advisable to develop the stregthen the TRU brand identity (with brand and design 
guidelines as well as consistent messaging which would be defined in your content strategy).

–  As mentioned, there are already Competitors that do what you do, and do it well. Why would someone 
choose TRU Travels over any of these? It seems those users chose your tour according to three factors: 
1. Timing/scheduling  
2. Variety of choice  
3.  Convenience/laziness (ie: ‘planning work’ is done by someone else)

–  The Itinerary pages are very valuable as customers refer to them often. You could focus on making 
these work harder, or possibly look at arranging content on the site around a “user-journey” of a  
TRU Traveller - as this is the content that seems to draw users in.

I will make some recommendations based on the above findings, but it 
would be vital to carry out in-depth research to truly discover what it is 
that makes TRU Travels unique to your customers before they buy the 
experience (ie: what drives conversion), and how these findings could be 
applied to your communications.
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Offline channels

At this stage I would need to chat to you more about the offline comms 
you offer, to make further recommendations. 
From a promotional materials perspective, I would be happy to review 
your current offline materials (brochures etc.) and also give any support 
if needed (graphics/design) - if you are looking at your Brand in a holistic 
way, this would be recommended. It’s worth noting that having a strategy 
should encompass your online and your offline channels holistically.
Current trends in the travel industry are centered around Sustainability 
and the communities impacted by the travel industry. 
It may also be worthwhile reviewing your Sustainability offer, as this is 
what competitors such as Thomas Cook/TUI are investing a lot of effort 
into - as they have to legally report on it to theirs takeholders due to the 
2006 Companies Act. 
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Some possible solutions...

Create a digital strategy, based on the three “P”s -  
Policies, Priorities and People. 
–  People (adequate resourcing - what work will be done in-house and 

what should be out-sourced, who will be creating your content, and 
who will promote it, when choosing outsourcing, what criteria are you 
following)?

– Policies (eg: Social Media Policy) 
–  Priorities (Setting business objectives and target audiences)
Your digital strategy should cover the following aspects: 
– Mobile (Responsiveness/native apps) 
– Social Media (Social media policy and platforms) 
– Email (Newsletters, trigger based emails) 
– Digital marketing (SEO/PPC/Banner ads) 
– Website and blogging (UX/Design/Content) 
– Cost planning and expenditure (Budgeting)
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Some possible solutions...

Develop a Social Media Strategy tailored to your audience
There are a few ‘golden-rules’ to creating effective social media.  
The number one rule is “Have something interesting to say” - social media 
is just a way of sharing stories - and stories have been passed down by 
word of mouth before technology was invented (so nothing new there!).  
Two other vital aspects are necessary to consider:
– Knowing your story 
–  Knowing your audience (understanding what makes your audience 

interested, not just telling them what you need to communicate)
There is a vast amount of information online to help you with a Social 
Media strategy, but what underpins any strategy is knowing your user 
base (not just by assuming what they want, but by researching it). 
A social media policy will be part of this strategy - and this will be a guide 
in how to communicate your brand effectively (what is acceptable, what 
is unacceptable etc). This will be developed with your team as it will be 
championed by them. #noawkwardmoments
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–  To make better use of online channels (the current supplier in Spain  
is not local, which isn’t ideal for comms, and isn’t cost effective) by:   
– forming a strategy across your communication channels 
– streamlining the process (top-line recommendations only)

–  To increase ROI via online channels by:  
– improving design  
– improving user experience and site structure 
– strengthening brand offer and presence 
– using data (Google Analytics) for analysis and monitoring

–  Introducing the Tru Travels brand to a wider audience, eg: Australia 
(to compete with bigger tour operators) by: 
– adapting a social-media strategy  
–  demonstrating the mission statement/value proposition  

to the target audiences 

Some possible solutions...
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Some possible solutions...

Use the different tools available to you  
online to improve your digital offer:

Quantitative tools:  
Google trends, Facebook analytics 
 
Qualitative tools:  
Twitter advanced search, Sysmos, Facebook page trawl (user insights) 
 
Research Reports:  
eMarketer, Statista, Think with Google etc.  
 
Environmental Analysis:  
Competitor analysis  
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